SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION SAFETY POLICY
(Adapted from OSH Technical Guideline and ADEK – School Bus Transportation Safety)

This policy includes:









The Responsibilities of the Management:
Traffic Management
The Responsibilities of the Bus Conductor
The Responsibilities of the Bus Driver
The Responsibilities of the Parents
The Responsibilities of the Students
School Policies and Communication

The Responsibilities of the Management:
How to manage the traffic
There should be an up‐to‐date traffic management plan and it should be based on ADEK and D.O.T. rules
and regulations. This plan should include the following:
 Pedestrian routes
 Private cars routes
 Bus routes
 Staff parking
 Bus parking
 Visitor parking
The security, bus drivers, bus conductors or supervisors, parents, OSH officer and all related staff must
be aware of this plan.
The six Stages of the School Management:
Before the morning trip, during the morning trip, arriving to the school, during the school hours,
departure time and home drop off.
The included tasks of the six stages are:
Before the morning trip:
1. First, to ban all vehicles from parking in the allocated places of the buses when it is drop off or pickup
times. These places should be kept for buses.
During the morning trip:
1. In case of any help, the responsible people in the bus should refer to the transportation Lead Rash
Fizzy. It should be that any comments are welcome and the management should deal with it in a
proper way.
2. The designated supervising staff should make sure that the students are in place to collect them.
Arriving to the school:
1. To check that the bus is empty and follow up with the bus driver and conductor in case there are any
problems.
2. In case the students are absent the school should inform the parents before the beginning of the first
period.

3. The attendance list should be updated and the bus conductor should be informed of any changes.
4. The students’ misbehavior reports in the bus should be followed up, documented and if needed
referred to Senior Leadership.
5. Students under the age of 11 will be returned to the school if no adult is available to receive them.
During the school hours:
1. All students should board the bus at the end of the day according to the updated name list.

Home drop off:
1. Students who are below eleven years old, there should be a staff member to get them back to school
in case there was no adult to receive them from the bus.
1. The bus conductors should obtain appointment notice from Private Schools and Quality Assurance
Sector (PSQA) in ADEK and be properly trained on how to deal with students.
2. The bus conductors should make sure that the school buses are free from any sharp equipment.
3. The bus conductors should inform parents, if needed, using cell phones (Credits provided by the
school) regarding arrival timings and drop off locations.
4. The bus conductors are not allowed to use mobile phones during the trip except for emergency cases.
5. The bus conductors should arrange a seating plan for students according to their age and gender.
6. The bus conductors should accompany all students below eleven years old when crossing to the other
side of the road.
7. The bus conductors should ensure that the students are safe in the morning when coming to the
school and in the afternoon when returning from the school and also during school activities and field
trips.
8. The bus conductors should ensure that all students are seated with seat belts fastened while the bus
is moving.
9. The bus conductors should assist in evacuation from the bus on emergency cases.
10. The bus conductors should report any misbehavior from the side of the students during the
transportation and report this to the senior management.
11. The bus conductors should check the attendance in the morning and afternoon especially when it is
time for students’ pick up and drop off. This should be done to check if there is any student hiding
behind the chairs or is missing.
12. The bus conductors only allow students to drop off the bus in their assigned locations.
13. The bus conductors should help students especially those below eleven years to lift and drop their
school bags and place them in the appropriate, safe location.
14. The bus conductors should follow all the rules and procedures outlined in School Transport
Regulation for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, with ADEK and D.O.T. regulations, and with daily procedures
and duties during the bus trips.
15. The bus conductors should be trained on fire fighting and first aid procedures.
16. The bus conductors should make sure that the bus drivers are following all the traffic laws and are
driving safely at all times. Concerning any deficiencies by the drivers, the bus conductors should
report to the bus Coordinator.

17. The bus conductors should make sure that students, below eleven years, are handed to their parents
or guardians who are assigned by the parents.
18. The bus conductors should report directly about any type of minor or major accidents to the school
senior management.
19. The bus conductors should make sure that all school’s code of conduct, discipline related rules and
procedures are followed rigorously in and out of the bus and take necessary action based on the
school rules in the event of student misbehavior during the trip.
The Responsibilities of the Bus Conductor
Before morning trip starts
1. Check to see if the bus is free of any dangerous equipment to ensure the safety of the students.
2. Have the parents’ contact numbers in case of emergency.
3. Have the updated attendance roster to check the attendance.
4. Check if the safety equipment is present and in good condition.
Home pick up
1. To assist the students in getting up on the bus and help them seat in their allocated places and fasten
their seatbelts.
2. To arrange the bags in a way that they do not block the aisles.
3. To take the attendance to ensure that everyone is present.
During morning trip
1. To make sure that students are in their seats seating safely during their trip.
2. To instruct students not to touch the safety equipment’s such as: first aid kit, fire extinguisher, glass
breaking hammers and emergency doors.
3. To report to the senior management any form of deficiencies by the driver.
Arriving at school
1. To inform students to stay seated till the bus stops completely.
2. To assist students in taking their bags out of the bus especially those who are below eleven years.
3. To take the attendance when each student leaves the bus.
4. To make sure that the bus is empty from students and all their belongings.
Before morning assembly
1. To document to the transport coordinator of any misbehavior by students or even the driver.
2. To provide the assigned transport coordinator with the list of absent students.
During school hours
1. To inform the senior management of any misbehavior by students or even the driver.
2. To update the list of names of late or early departure of any student, to avoid keeping any student at
school.
Departure from school
1. To ask students to wait at the assembly point.
2. To help students ride the bus.
3. To arrange the bags in a way to prevent any disturbance.
4. To take the attendance before moving.
5. To inform the school about absent students.
6. To ask the school transportation coordinator sign the attendance roster.
Home drop off
1. To assist students to get off the bus.

2. To ensure the road is free from any danger and ensure they are received by their parents (hand‐to‐
hand for Foundation Stage and Cycle 1 students).
3. To help the student cross the road from behind the bus.
4. To take the attendance again after handing the students to their parents.
5. To make sure that no one is on the bus.
The Responsibilities of the Bus Driver
1. The bus driver should be trained by an ADEK and D.O.T. recognized agency for fire‐fighting and first
aid procedures.
2. The bus driver should make sure the safety of the students onboard the buses from their homes to
school and back, as well as during school field trips and our door activities.
3. The bus driver should have a valid UAE school bus Driving License issued by the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.
4. This should be parallel with all rules and responsibilities as per the School Transport Regulations of
the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, and with daily procedures and duties in the bus trip.
5. The bus driver never uses his mobile phone during the trip.
6. The bus driver ensures with the help of the bus conductor that no student is left behind on‐board at
the end of the trip.
7. The bus driver helps evacuating the bus in case of emergencies.
8. The bus driver should obey traffic laws at all times and drive safely.
9. Only students are allowed to enter and exit the bus at their assigned pickup and drop off points, or as
instructed in case of emergencies.
Before morning trip starts:
1. To perform an in‐depth daily inspections and confirm the well operation of all mechanical check
points on the bus.
2. To fill in the daily bus condition checklist to avoid missing the inspection of any essential part of the
bus.
Home pick up
1. The driver should pick up the students from a safe area.
2. The driver should not drive until he makes sure the student sat down and fastened the seat belt.
During morning trip
1. The driver should follow the traffic rules and drive safely.
Arrival at school
1. The driver should drop the students in a safe area that is designated for buses only.
2. The driver should check that the bus is empty of students and their belongings.
3. The driver should put the empty bus sign at the end of the bus with the help of the bus conductor.
Before morning assembly
1. The driver should be cautious for any emergency situation.
2. The driver should park in the designated place of the bus.
During school hours
1. The driver should prepare the bus and ensure that it’s safe for departure.
2. The driver should avoid overstressing to be ready for the next trip.
Home drop off
1. The driver should make sure the drop points are safe.
2. The driver should open the stop arm.
3. The driver should ensure the students are away from the danger zone and ensure that students do
not come back to take their forgotten belongings.

4. At the end of any trip put the “empty bus” sign after making sure that the bus is empty of students
and their belongings.

The Responsibilities of the Parents
1. Report any unsafe condition observed, relevant to school bus transportation, the driver or bus
conductor to the school senior management.
2. Comply with all rules and responsibilities as per School Transport Regulation for Abu Dhabi Emirate,
and with daily procedures and duties in the bus trip.
3. Sign the Behavior Undertaking Form during student registration, provided by the school senior
management.
4. Parents have to deliver their children to the school bus or the assembly point at the specified time.
If there is a delay on their part, parents have to deliver their children to the school, without holding
the driver accountable.
5. Parents should help in training and educating their children on the importance of traffic safety, and
how to wait and ride the school bus.
6. Parents should notify the school administration of any offence or negligence from the driver.
7. The driver may return the students to the school if no one came to collect them upon returning at
home, under the responsibility of the parents.
8. Students should maintain the bus cleanness and notify the school management or their parents of
any offences committed by the driver or students.
9. The school is entitled to deny any student the school transport service if he/she makes one of the
following offences:
a) If a student causes the school bus to delay more than three times during the academic year.

b)

If a student violates any safety rules or poses danger to others during the bus trip.

c) If a student refuses to ride the bus from the students gathering point agreed upon in advance by
the school administration.
d) If a student leaves the school bus before reaching his/her designated drop off point without prior
permission.
e) If a student continues to make troubles during bus trips, with more than three cases reported
against him/her.
The Responsibilities of the Students
Before morning trip starts
1. The student should make sure that they took all their belongings.
Home pick up
1. The student should wait at the bus pick up area at least 5 minutes earlier than the bus arrives.
2. The student should not run to the bus when the bus is still moving.
3. The student should use the handrail to get on the bus.
4. The student should not push when getting up the bus.
5. The student should sit in his allocated place and fasten the seatbelt.
During morning trip

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The student should not eat and drink on the bus.
The student should keep his hands and legs to himself.
The student should always keep the bus clean.
The student should be quiet.
The student should be seated at all times and have the seatbelt fastened until the bus stops to the
destination.

Arrival at school
1. The student should not move till the bus stops completely.
2. The student should not push while getting off the bus.
3. The student should walk and descend the bus in an orderly manner.
4. The student should not forget his belongings in the bus.
5. In case any student was sleeping the student should inform the bus conductor for help.
Before morning assembly
1. The student should wait for the bus conductor to take him to class (EYFS and KS1).
2. The student should proceed to the morning assembly allocation as scheduled by the school.
End of school day
1. The student should get ready at by the time the bell rings, should take his belongings with him.
Departure from school
1. The student ascends the bus carefully and watching his steps.
2. The student does not push anyone on his way.
Home drop off
1. The student remains seated till the bus stops completely.
2. The student takes all his belongings before descending from the bus.
3. The student stays at least one dozen steps away from the bus so the driver can see him.
4. The student should never go beside the bus even if he has dropped something.
5. The student heads straight to his home after getting off the bus.
School Policies and Procedures:
1. The bus will only wait for 2‐3 minutes for each student. The Bus Staff will not be allowed to accept
a student’s belonging on the bus if the student does not accompany it.
2. In the event that a student will not be using the bus service parents must notify administration
before 12pm on the email Buses@ajyal.sch.ae we will not be allowing students after this time for
pick up unless preapproved by administration or in cases of emergency.
3. Students not registered for the bus will not be allowed to use e bus.

VIDEO CAMERAS
Video Cameras are used in school buses as means to deter vandalism and identify
Student, bus conductor, and driver activity that may pose a threat to anybody on the bus.

